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Australian abstract painter Sydney Ball
spent his life searching for the sublime.
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Sydney BaltThe Colour
Paintings1963-20O7
Penrith Regional Gallery and the
Lewers Bequest
UntilJanuary 25

SENTIMENTALITY is a creeping rust that can
never be avoided indefinitely In their day,
Sydney Ballls hard-edged abstractions and
"lyrica! expressionist" wolks of the 1960s and
'70s were the last word in rigorouq avant-
garde painting. Today they feel as comfortable
as a piece of retro furniture or a pop song by
the Beatles.

Ball is the latest beneficiary of a commit-
ment by the Penrith Regional Gallery and the
Lewers Bequest to honour the legacy of their
founding donors, artists Gerald and Margo
Lewers, by irvestigating the development of
abstract art in Australia. Last year the gallery
hosted a timely survey of the work of Peter
Upward (1932-64) - and Syd Ball (b.1933) is
an equally good choice.

It must be almost impossible for younger
generations to imagine the aura of high
seriousness that surrounded abstract art during
the last decades of modernism. American
abstract expressionists such as Mark Rothkq
Barnett Nevyman and Cbrfford Still saw their
paintings as tragic or sublime. The very
thought that a work might be appreciated for
its decorative qualities - as merely a pleasing
arrangement of shapes and colours - was
viewed as rank philistinism.

The following generation of New York
absftactionists put more emphasis on form
than conteng yet these arrists were.dogmatic in
their insistence that a painting should not
"mean" anything. A painting was an object in
its own righg not a window onto the world. A
rather crude version of the story of modem art
as outlined by the guru critic Clement
Greenberg proposed an ever-greater tendency
towards flatness and lack of theatricality This
culminates in the work of Morris Louis
('1,912-62), who poured layers of thinned-dovyn

paint onto a canvas, allowing it to be absorbed
as transluceng werlapping veils.

Ball holds a special place in the history of
abstract art in this country because he lived
and worked in New York from 1963 to '65,
where he met marry of the leading artistS:'He
was invited to a thanksgiving dinner at
Rothko's house and - after the artist's suicide
- was given tlre task of helping to pack up his
studio. He is one of a handful of Australian
artists who found a niche within the New
York art scene for a few years, before bringing
the gospel back home.
. The prodigal was greeted with a mixture of

uncomprehending hostility from a general
public that sti! believed great paintings must
always contain gum trees, and adulation from
critics, curators and collectors eager to bring
Australia into line with the latest international
trends. The catalogue quotes a newspaper
headline from October 1965, written after
Ball was given a prestige art prize: "Call it
What You Like - it's Op Art - and it Won
€1,(X)0'. This is juxtaposed with comments
from John Reed, the Melbourne collector and
entrepreneu4 who praises Ball for his "hair-
line precision and unwavering emotional
imrolvement and integriqy''.

Looking at these works today, it seems odd
that anyone could feel passionate hatred or
admiration for them. Balfs Cantos, as the
series was named, are crisp, hard-edged
paintings that put stripes of bright colour
within circular forms centred on square or
rectangular canvases. There is nothing to
dislike in these pictures but not a lot to get
excited aboug either. They are period pieceq
perfectly of their time; balanced on the
cutting edge of debates that now seem hardly
more incisive than scholastic arguments
about how many angels could dance on the
head of a pin.

Before the Vietnam War bit into the
world's consciousness, painters were not
hung up on racism, seiism and neo-
colonialism - they had a burning preoccu-
pation with edges. The edge of a canvas, or
the zone within a canvas where two planes of
colour staged their fateful rendezvouq was
invested with an extraordinary significance.
It was quite out-of-proportion to the imagin-
ative effort required to put blue next to
yellow, or yellow next to black.



TTAISUntos-evoke a nostalgia for "the
edge" in all its exaggerated status. They are
in impeccable conditioq which suggests a
program of restoration on behalf of the
artist, as the inferior acrylics used by most
painters in the '60s hare tended to fade and
discolour. From certain'angles a vertical
strip of colour seems to rise up from the
carwas like a shallow pladorm. This is the
kind of optical illusion that led critics to
refer to BalLs works as optical or kinetic art.

Ball disarows these associations in an
interview with c.urator Anne Loxley: "I
needed that sublime qualttyi' he says,'\rutrere
you know there's something else happening
within the work which is not just optical -
like great music where you hear a piece and
it comes together so well you know it was
perfecg the essence is there."

This implies that as Ball was being
praised as d content-free second-generation
abstractionisg he really identified with the
concerns of earlier artists such as Rothko

a carwirs to create illusions of depth,and
captured pockets of light.

Ballls Stain paintings have their own
idiosyncrasieq qotably the combination of
acrylics and enamels, which creates a
striking diversity in his surfaces, as sweep-
ing areas of soft colour are punctuated by
short bursts of flat, shiny gloss. There is
necessarily a random element in such
works, as Ball has splashed paint from a
container, letting it adopt whatever forms
it can. It's amusing to read how one piece
came togetlrer after he threw a bucket of
paint at it in frustratioq and another after
he had rolled it up into a small bundle.

There is, howeve4 a distinctive "voice" in
these paintings and a sense of evolution.
They are largg free and open at first, with
plenty of bare canvas showing through,
but soon become densely impacted - the
sum of many small decisions rather than
grand gestures. The stand-out work of this
later phase is Montauk Red {7974-75), a

mass of intricate
harmonies and
contrasts that almost
pulsates with life.

In the 1980s Ball
began working in a
more rePresentational
style, incorporating
figures and land-
scapes. These works
reflected his diverse
interests and his
extensive travels in
Chin4 Japan, Indi4
Korea and Tibet. It
was a moment when
he dropped the
abstract armature
and allowed his natu-
ral curiosiry to lead
him in a different
direction.

Partly in re-sponse
to the size of the
venue, partly for
reasons of consist-
ency, Anne Loxley
decided to omit

these figurative works from this survey
and leap forward to Ballls paintings from
2OO3-O7. Here we find him reverting to a
flat, emblematic mode of abstraction
inspired by the irregular floor plans of
architects such as. Zaha Hadid. These
responses to architectural space are
some of the most minimal paintings of
Ballls career and can be disarming in
their simplicit5r

There are subtleties but many colour
contrasts are obvious to the point of
banality In these works we see a natural
culmination of Balls desire to keep things
simple and let others discern a raft of
potential complexities. They are the disci-
plined, attenuated creations of a mind
with many competing interests. These late
works make it tempting to view Ball's
career as the story of an artist engaged in
a long, heroic struggle to keep himself out
of his paintings.

and Newman. Even
the title of the series ffi
grew out of his read- ffi
ing of Ezra Pound's ffiffi
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erudition and obscur- ffiffi
ity - a poem that ffire
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-.h" harmonious ffik4i nature of his Cantos ffiffi&ffi
H;i#fr:l'.P1*; ffii that terror was "the

[ ruling principle" of
t this quality In other words, it is more likely
that we find the sublime in a landscapethat we find the sublime in a landscape
seen from the edge of a clifi a ship adrift
on a stormy sea or even a trackless desert.
There is nothing especially scary in a set of
coloured stripes.

Ball is on safer ground with the musical
analogy because the stripes in the Cantos
may be read as chords of different
strengths and intensities, formed by clus-
ters of smaller notes of colour.
,As the '60s closed, Ball experimented

with, shaped paintings constructed from
coloured panelq once again demonstrating
his willingness to stay close to the cutting
edge. By the ear$ 1970s he had moved into
a new series - the Stain paintings, which
would hold him for rough[y a dec-ade from
L971-81. These works owed a debt to Jack-
son Pollock's drip method and more
particularly to Helen Frankenthaler, who
would allow paint to splash and soak into


